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Little Guest and Samsonite now travel together!  

Little Guest and Samsonite team up to offer kids an exclusive travel experience.  

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Children traveling to Little Guest hotels now receive their Samsonite suitcase at home, 
before going on vacation!  

 



The Belgian start-up Little Guest, which specializes in online sales of high-end family vacations and 

the world leader in luxury luggage Samsonite, unveils a collaboration that will delight little 

travellers. 

 

Throughout 2019, each family booking their vacation on the Little Guest website is rewarded with a 

unique gift from the Samsonite Kids line. 

 

Before leaving on vacation, children whose parents have booked a minimum stay of 10 nights 

receive a splendid Samsonite Dream Rider suitcase, delivered directly to the house! 

 

Toilet kits from the Samsonite Happy Sammies range will accompany children on shorter stays. 

 

"Our two brands share the same promise: to provide children and their families with a unique travel 

experience that is about excellence," said Jerome Stefanski, founder of Little Guest. The thirty-

something dad adds: "It's an honor for a young company like ours to partner with a brand like 

Samsonite, recognized worldwide for the quality of its products, its design and its innovations."  

 

According to Ilke Lustig, Director of the Samsonite Kids range: "This collaboration highlights 

Samsonite's know-how and inspiration for our products designed here in Belgium, at our European 

headquarters. The result is suitcases and playful bags for the 'little guest'. Parents are no longer 

stressed about going on vacation with their children." 

 

The Samsonite Kids range will also be marketed in the Little Guest collection and the two brands will 

organize original activities throughout the year, such as workshops at which children can customize 

their suitcase. 

 

A good reason to succumb to the call of the holidays! 

Go to the official webpage that announces this partnership  

 

About Little Guest 

Founded in 2016, The Little Guest Hotels Collection is the first collection of upscale hotels dedicated to families with children from 0 to 12 

years old. A true seal of quality, Little Guest has more than 120 member hotels around the world. The company has offices in Monaco and 

Dubai and 15 people work in its Brussels headquarters.  

www.littleguest.com  #littleguestcollection @Little.Guest.Hotels.Collection 

About Samsonite 

Founded in 1910, the Samsonite brand is the world leader in luggage. The multinational is known for its innovations, for the lightness and 

strength of its products made from revolutionary materials and recycled materials. The brand offers products ranging from travel, business, 

children and lifestyle accessories.  

www.samsonite.com  #mysamsonite @MySamsonite 
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